
 I repurposed this old 

coat rack on my back patio 

to hold my garden hats, 

garden tool belt, 

headphones, and kneeing 

pad. Using an old coat 

rack is also excellent for 

hanging extension cords 

and other tools in your 

storage shed or garage. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 This month, I have been able to complete my next 

BIG and creative landscaping task. Finally, terracing 

the front yard! But before I get into that, guess 

what!? We got a new Golden Retriever puppy and her name 

is Abigail, Abby for short.  

 In the pics below you can see I had the grass 

removed on the slope and edging installed, and then I 

used rocks I collected to terrace, build planting beds 

and build a stone staircase. All those rocks you see 

there I got for FREE! (And I got 4 bushes for free.) 

I reached out on the Next Door app and collected 

& hauled different types of rocks from five 

different people! To begin my project, I began 

with building the stone stairway. Each stone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rests its weight 

on stones below 

it, and I locked 

each one into 

place as I figured 

out how to fit 

them together with 

the skill of a 

natural stone 

mason.😉 It’s a satisfying creative outlet that 

gives you muscles and a tan. 💪 The best part 

however, is being able to fill it in with plants!! 

My friend Kristy gave me 4 large boxes full of 

plants from her garden, such as hens & chicks, a 

cute little juniper, strawberries, mint plants, bulbs, flowers, and ground 

covers. I planted them above my retainer wall too and planted irises along 

the back fence. Travis & I also planted an azalea, I’ve always 

wanted one. 

 I realize I have a strong love for gardening and landscape 

design. A couple neighbors have hired me to do some yard work and 

weed for them too, so another side hustle 

worked its way into my life!   
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Phoebe can now sing her 

ABCs to the letter P! 

One thing I’d like to share with you is this garden tool belt I 
bought from Amazon by Sun & Soil. I use it when I work outside 
and it holds my phone, baby monitor, headphones, gloves, 
chapstick, sunglasses, etc. It also makes a handy belt while 
cleaning, because it holds my spray bottle, rags, and gloves. It’s 

also VERY comfortable. 



Planet   Megan 
 

I love getting comments & letters in the mail.             
 Go to: www.planetmegan.com for more.                                               

Please consider a donation to help with printing and shipping costs. 

“We are not quite novels.  

We are not quite short stories. 

In the end, we are collected works.” 

― Gabrielle Zevin, The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry 

“Who are these people who think a book comes 
with a guarantee that they will like it?” 
― Gabrielle Zevin, The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry 

“We aren’t the things we collect, acquire, read. We 
are, for as long as we are here, only love. The 
things we loved. The people we loved. And these, I 
think these really do live on” 
― Gabrielle Zevin, The Storied Life of A.J. 
Fikry 

“He wants to laugh out loud or punch a wall. He feels drunk or at least 
carbonated. Insane. At first, he thinks this is happiness, but then he 
determines it's love. Fucking love, he thinks. What a bother. It's 
completely gotten in the way of his plan to drink himself to death, to 
drive his business to ruin. The most annoying thing about it is that once a 
person gives a shit about one thing, he finds he has to start giving a shit 
about everything.” 
― Gabrielle Zevin, The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry 

“It is the secret fear that we are unlovable that isolates us,” the passage goes, 
“but it is only because we are isolated that we think we are unlovable. 
Someday, you do not know when, you will be driving down a road. And 
someday, you do not know when, he, or indeed she, will be there. You will be 
loved because for the first time in your life, you will truly not be alone. You 
will have chosen to not be alone.” 
― Gabrielle Zevin, The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry 

 When I’m speaking with people about books, I always say, “I don’t 

read books…I always want to be getting something done, like the dishes, 

or yard work. Maybe I’m more of an auditory learner? Did you know humans 

have used oral tradition of passing on information for thousands of 

years? So I guess maybe I don’t have to feel so bad.” (…But then again, 

it’s probably my ADHD, and that reading wasn’t pushed on me as a kid. In 

fact, in the 1
st
 grade I was against learning to read.) 

 Even so, every month I attend a book club full of women who are 

book-reading people. A lot of them are looking forward to becoming 

retired school teachers, and a few have graduate degrees as librarians, 

something I didn’t know was a thing. 😅 Still, many of us listen to the 

Audible version. 

  This month I’m leading the chosen book, The Storied Life of AJ 

Fikry by Gabrielle Zevin. It’s beautifully written story about a book 

store owner’s tragic life, which is transformed by books and love. 

However, every character’s in the book was complicatedly impacted by books & writers, whether it 

was fortunate or tragic. The themes in this book are very powerful, meaningful, and moving. There 

were times I felt surprised, intrigued and deeply moved by the characters and the story. I cried, 

laughed, (and the Audible narrator was excellent BTW). The characters’ attitudes are very 

relatable and it caused me to become introspective about my OWN attitudes in life and my own 

relationship with books. 

  I’ll be sharing some of the books themes with you, I recommend reading or listening to this 

book while considering them.  

 One of the author’s ideas is that each person is their own “genre;” that each unique 

individual is a collection of books that become who they are and that we have our own tastes and 

          preferences. 

 

 

  

 However, The Storied Life of AJ Fikry is actually about how Love changes us and defines who 

we are. 

 

 

 Another theme in this book is about isolation vs. connection & belonging. In this novel, 

it’s books that connect every character to one another in both tragic and liberating ways.  

 When you find a book you can 

connect with, it takes you out of your 

own isolation because it connects you 

to others in the world with the same 

ideas and unique thoughts of their 

own. Books connect us and bring us a 

shared sense of belonging. I’m 

thankful that Kathaleen McFarland’s 

book club allows me to connect with others, even though I have never considered myself to be book 

reader. The Storied Life of AJ Fikry is my favorite book of all the books we’ve gone over in book 

club, and it gave me hope that I perhaps I could be a book lover and a reader after all, and that 

I was just waiting for this one to ignite that in me. 😊🧡   ~Megan 
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